Lesson 1  *Constitutional Rights Before Trial*

**Review Questions**

**I. Rights of the Accused in a Democracy**
   A. procedural due process  
   B. criminal justice

**II. Searches and Seizures**
   A. fourth, unreasonable  
   B. probable cause  
   C. contraband  
   D. warrant  
   E. arrest  
   F. exclusionary rule

**III. Special Issues in Search and Seizure**
   A. warrants  
   B. border  
   C. racial profiling

**IV. Interrogations**
   A. Fifth, Sixth  
   B. self-incrimination  
   C. voluntary  
   D. Miranda rights, custody

**Summary and Reflection**

In our democracy, an accused person has the right of due process, known as procedural due process. Under the Fourth Amendment, a person is protected from unreasonable searches and seizures. This means that in most cases, a warrant is required to search a person or their property or to arrest a person. When arrested, he must be informed of his Fifth and Sixth Amendment rights to be protected from self-incrimination and to have a lawyer present during questioning. These rights are important because the criminal justice process could lead to loss of liberty or even loss of life for the accused.